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“All it takes for evil to triumph is for good men to do ____________!”  
Should Christians vote, or should they just __________ and hope God 
will put the best people in office?  I am only _______ vote, so it really 
won’t make a difference whether or not I vote.  What is the believer’s 
________________________ when it comes to elections?   

A.  Christians have been called to ______________ living in a difficult  
      world in light of the salvation we enjoy in Jesus Christ. 

     1.  We have been called out to be a holy people in order to _______  
          God’s glory. 

     2.  We are to demonstrate willing _________________ to authority  
          rather than ___________________ rebellion. 

     3.  Our relationship is both horizontal and ____________________  
          (_______________________ or sacred). 

B.  In the United States, we live in a constitutional, _______________  
      republic. 

     1.  The ______________________ is “king”, not the president. 

     2.  The constitution makes federal law supreme within its _______. 

     3.  The constitution limits the ________________ of federal law. 

C.  We are to give “________________”.   

     1.  To ________ men by treating them with respect because they are  
          made in the __________________ of God 

     2.  To the “king” (__________________________) 

          a.  By understanding, supporting, and ____________________ it 

          b.  By understanding and supporting our ________ constitutions 

          c.  By _________________ for our system of government and  
               its leaders 
          d.  By ________________ participating in the political process 
          e.  By remembering our ______________ citizenship 
      
D.  Why Christians should ___________ 

     1.  It is a ____________________ and calling given to us by God. 

     2.  It helps uphold Biblical _________________ in our society. 

     3.  It promotes a peaceable and _______________ spirit for life. 

     4.  It helps protect our nation from _________________. 

     5.  It helps our ________________ recognize their accountability  
          to God. 


